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ABSTRACT
Adults don’t play enough. There is so much emphasis on
working and being productive in modern day life, but
this can have negative effects—for an adult this can lead
to high stress and a sense of guilt when one isn’t being
productive. My mission is to help adults destress and
take a break from work by reintroducing play into their
day-to-day interactions. Toys for children are often used
for educational purposes and to help enhance their
creativity and social abilities; toys for adults can instead
used to improve mood, and to help release pressure that
is built up from everyday work. These toys, which can
also be thought of as tools for play, allow adults to use
their leisure time to recharge, and can lead to increased
productivity as well as a healthier mental state.

Toys should not be made just for children, as they can
have many benefits for adults. As we grow up, a greater
degree of importance is placed on being productive,
and we forget about the importance of discovery and
delight in everyday life as well, which children regularly
engage with when they play. If we focus too much on
work, our mental health can suffer, and we might miss
opportunities for invention. It’s important to get away
from our screens as well, and to play with real, tangible
objects. We use a different area of our brains to interact
with 3-dimensional objects, and by using this part of our
brains, toys can help enhance creativity, invention, and
open-mindedness for grown-ups too, not just kids.
To create toys that reduce stress for adults, I conducted
research and several rounds of user-testing to develop
my toy prototypes. The end result is a kit of toys for
adults, and this book documents the discoveries I made
while conducting user tests and the process I went
through to get to my final product.

The meaning of “Play”
What is “Play”? One of the
definitions of “Play”, in the
Oxford English Dictionary,
is to wield lightly and freely,
and to keep in motion. It is
an absorbing, apparently
purposeless activity and
provides enjoyment and
a suspension of selfconsciousness and sense of
time.

As Stuart Brown mentioned in his book
“Play”, “The world needs play because it
enables each person to live a good life.”.We
are human, and we are designed by nature
to grow and develop in large part through
play. For sure, we need food, shelter,
sleep, etc. But play is what allows us to
attain a higher level of existence, mastery,
imagination, and culture. Therefore, no
matter for a kid or an adult, “play” is playing
an important role throughout our life.

We, adults, are living in a
world full of pressure of being
productive and responsibilities
of making contribution
for society development.
However, in the adult world,
play continues to be woven
into the fabric of our culture.
Play shows us our common
humanity. It shows us how we
can be free within the societal
structures that allow us to live
with others. It is the genesis
of innovation, and allows us
to deal with an ever-changing
world.

As the development of devices,
like iPhone or Xbox, which
seem to be more attractive and
interactive to an adult, plus
less and less spare time for
playing, we are getting rid of
something tangible gradually,
but using fragmented time with
our displays.

Watching something, like
sports or tv drama, is a type
of “play”, while making models
of airplanes, kite flying, or
sewing are another type of
“play” as well. When I ask my
friend about how to define
“play”, they always respond
with “video games”, “watching
movies”, etc. I wonder, as a
designer, if I could drag them
off the screen to enjoy “play”
with some tangible products.
In order to understand deeper
about what “play” is for adults,
I conducted three experiments
and found out some interesting
insights accordingly.

experiments 1

My research subjects are not really
thinking about whether they are happy or
not, a little bit stuck in routines. My work
tries to break them out of their routines.
In my experiment, I made a hand shaped
card, stuck on a hand image, then put the
hand on a railing to see if people would
give a high 5. A lot of people did, they
didn't know what was going on and did it
anyway.

Investigation of “Play”

What does

“Play” mean to adults?
Then I did another experiment
that put some leaves on the
ceiling, trying to activate
people, to see if they would
jump up and try to touch the
leaves like their childhood
experience.
It didn't work, people just
looked at their phones and did
not even notice the leaves.

INSIGHTS
I found “jump to reach the
leaves” is a little too far away
from adults’ world, they cannot
find the fun in it. Maybe that
is a part of the reason that
they don't have a reaction
to it. At the same time, there
was more interest in the “high
five hand”, it seems weird but
the experience related to our
normal life.
Adults still have the curiosity
to something new, even a little
weird. They still have a childish
lovely aspect sometimes.

experiments 22
research
The meaning of “Play”
When you have free time alone
with yourself, what do you do
that brings you pleasure or joy
or release from daily concerns?

Just watch films, social media,
phone.Made candy myself after
having a meal in a restaurant,
it was very simple, and I got
satisfaction from it.

I like cycling outside with
friends, and I like to tidy
my room, I do not need to
think about much, I will get
achievement after.

Play my Kentama, because I
should work with my computer,
and I just want to get away from
screen when I’m free. And I put
this guy next to my computer,
to remind me relax myself.
and this toy is very cool! And
even the game is simple but still
challenging.

I enjoy watching handsome star
when I have leisure time.
watching Korean TV play

I sit next to the river and look
at birds playing themselves.
The weather is good, and just
observe those birds and goose
without thinking any thing is
very relaxed.

Pet my kitten, play iPhone.

Play with my feet.
Take selfie, add words to make expression and send to my
boyfriend.

I love to sew. I love fashion and making, so sewing is a great outlet
for me that combines both of these things. I feel really gratified
once I make something that I can use and wear. I also love to
follow fashion and music blogs to see what other people are doing
within these realms. I get inspired by the things I see and hear
about. I also end up saving things that I like and put them in a list
of things I want to make for myself in the future. A lot of times I
like something that is too expensive or hard to find, so I end up
making it for myself.

Not tired
watch movie in cinema, go to
gem, play phone game.
Tired
lay on my bed and watch the
light.

Play iphone, space-out, play with light.

I want to test how people
react with a new toy, how
long would they play?
The connection between
difficulty and the playing
time.

I chose kentama (not familiar
to US people), put it on a
table of public space, to see
how people react with a new
strange toy.
Some people just ignored it,
some played, and some of them
got bored quickly. they thought
it is a process of practice, and
it took relative longer time to
get a ball on the holder, it is too
simple.
Some of them thought it
was fun, they wanna win, got
achievement from a battle with
something brand new. some of
them kept challenging because
they thought you didn’t need to
use your brain through the play
process, you just kept doing it,
they thought you need to have
some time to let your brain be
blank.
I found play in adults may have
a goal, which drives them to
keep doing(playing). The level
of difficulty determined how
long they would play.

And they would like this kind of play(play with a
physical object), because it helps their brain to stop
the step of thinking outside world for a while, it is
a good way to reuse the leisure time. and from the
interview, I could see that some people realized they
are in a full of digital screen world, they wanna get
rid of it for while.
Kentama is a simple but commercial toy which
sells on the market, so I did 3 prototypes, which
have different difficulties and forms, but kept them
simple, to see what reaction people would have.

INSIGHTS

what interested me most is
some of the interviewees still
like real things, in this digital
world, full of screens' world.
And I noticed someone had a
sense of arousal kicked in at
the screens, even though she
cannot get away from them. I
asked her why she put the toy
just next to her computer. She
said, "it is an alert that reminds
me to play with it, I'm enough
with the screens, working on
the computer, chat with the
phone. When I'm free, why do I
still stare at a screen? And don't
you think the toy looks so cool!
isn't it? " She chose a simple
object to play, which was so
out of the ordinary to her, to
escape the digital world for a
while.
The antagonistic relations
between digital and real is
intriguing.

I found a kind of same sense in
The Revenge of Analog: Real
Things and Why They Matter.
Why vinyl records still made
an amazing comeback in this
digital music world? It is kind of
strange, people may think this
area of music were dead, just
like iPod took place of Sony
Walkman.
"Consumers spend money
to acquire them, they gain a
genuine sense of ownership
over the music, which
translates into pride. That’s
cool."

experiment

3

Investigation
of
“Play”

The inspiration of the chair
one came from our everyday
life, one day after class, when
I walked on a street and saw
a salesman gathering all the
chairs and tables.
To my surprise, most people
choose to play the chair one
first.
They felt more curious about it,
it looks weird but cute, it was
more challenging than other
two, but still simple.

INSIGHTS

The novelty of the toy prototype
comes from everyday life, and you
might ignore some details of your
everyday routine. But if the scene
presents to you in a different way,
that would be attracting. This kind
of sense of coming back to the
world shows it is indeed play.
Like the book "Play" shows, think
about how you feel walking out
of a really movie, bringing your
mind back again to the everyday
world but retaining a changed
perspective. This is play, is reliving
its scenes in your mind later.

summery

summary

Play for adults is
having something
to relax with
themselves, the
element of fun
inside the play can
come from details
of everyday life.
Adults enjoy
the element of
novelty while
engaging in
recreational
activities.
Adults have their
own sense of
understanding fun
& play.

Toy
as
the
vehicle
of
“Play”

WHY?
PLAY

TOY

FORM

We, adults, need a block of
time to stay alone in peace.
Someone choose to read,
because it is an absolutely
good way to achieve the goal
of being alone. But play can
also be a good way to immerse
yourself in your own world, and
at the same time you are able
to put yourself in a good mood
through the process.

How do toys incorporate
themselves in the activity of
play? Making a toy understand
play situation, and creating an
object for it. and materiality,
matters when thinking about
how toys act in a play context,
the physicality of toys needs
to be accounted for in order to
understand the experience of
play. toys are vehicles for play.
(《PLAY MATTERS》)

A box of different components,
using the instrucion to
assemble it.

Play for adults is critical in our
stressful go-go-go life.

Play toys is a process to
focus on from manifestation
dimension to its physical
materiality. and they are
instruments for us players,
letting play loose in the world.
And I found what adults play,
some of them would like to
choose procedural toys, they
can immerse themselves for a
block of time, to release their
pressure, reuse leisure time.
so I think toy as the purest
way of playing can be a better
choice for them, not just a fun
functional product to let them
just laugh in a very short time.

Acrylic(outside) - transparent
outside structure, help people
to watch how the mechanism
works, which is magical.
Wood components(inside)
- warm material, and this is a
material that we are familiar
with, and our childhood's toys'
material.

CASE STUDY
LEGO
The brick in its present form
was launched in 1958. The
interlocking principle with
its tubes makes it unique
and offers unlimited building
possibilities.

It's just a matter of getting the
imagination going – and letting a
wealth of creative ideas emerge
through play.

why adults also like lego?
You can build your own things, to achieve a goal.
You can follow the instruction to have a nice decorated object to show, sometimes after you can still
play it.
The combination of colors is really nice, you can totally enjoy assembling it from a box of hundreds
of pieces to a tangible object. and during the process, you can totally immerse yourself into it and
disconnect with chaos outside. and it is a period of time to let you be alone, you can stay with
yourself and talk with yourself in mind.

How to Play with Legos.
Up to a few years ago, most
Lego kits came stamped with
the legend "Ages 5 to 12,"
which doubtless dissuaded
many adults from building
modernistic Lego masterpieces
in their living rooms. Today,
though, Lego buckets are more
appropriately designated "Ages
5 to 99," meaning you can raid
the Lego department of Toys 'R'
Us without having a sales clerk
look at you cross-eyed.
Stick with basic bricks.
Generally, Legos are more fun
when you don't follow the stepby-step instructions telling you
how to build a Death Star. If
you're the type who doesn't
like his creativity fettered, buy
an assortment of basic bricks
(you can usually find bins of
1,000 pieces or more for about
$20) and build what suits your
fancy.

Buy some baseplates. For
practical reasons, when a
freeform Lego sculpture
reaches a certain size, it must
be anchored firmly to the
ground with a baseplate. You
can buy plates in a variety of
colors and sizes, ranging from a
few inches square to a foot and
a half on each side.
Break the rules. Technically,
Legos are only supposed
to be assembled in a
perpendicular fashion, but
with a little ingenuity (and
lots of experimentation) it's
possible to build structures
incorporating diagonals and
hinged, swiveling pieces.

If you don't like what you've built,
tear it down. One beauty of Lego
structures is their impermanence;
when you get bored with your
latest masterpiece, you can
disassemble it carefully piece by
piece (or smash it with a chair) and
build something even better.

SUMMARY
Lego gives adults the diversity of
ways to play. In addition, they can
build something individually or with
others. It provides different kinds of
difficulties to achieve a goal, to get a
different achievement.
The tangible bricks and the
procedural playing catch and keep
their concentration.

CASE STUDY
Pokemon
Pokémon Go is a free-to-play,
location-based augmented reality
game. In the game, players use
a mobile device's GPS ability to
locate, capture, battle, and train
virtual creatures, called Pokémon,
who appear on the screen as if
they were in the same real-world
location as the player.

Forbes reports that 63 percent
of Pokemon Go players are
female compared to 37 percent
who are male. It was also found
that 46 percent of players are
between the ages of 18 and 29,
and 45 percent of them make over
$50,000 per year. This data came
from SurveyMonkey and is based
on the responses of one million
iOS and Android users.

HOW TO PLAY?
Players "catch" wild, virtual
Pokemon creatures lurking in
places like parks and public
buildings, and train them to do
battle against one another -players were easy to pick out on
sidewalks.

The whole process allows players
to walk more, exercise more, not
only focus on screens. This is a
great excuse for them to addicted
in it.

Even though the game is so
popular at that time, there's this
idea that playing games and being
on the phone is a negative social
experience that detracts from
things, but there haven't been
many chances to ask large groups
of players about their experiences.
The researchers, including grad
student Irene Sarmiento and
communication arts Professor
Marie-Louise Mares, surveyed
about 400 people three weeks
after the game was launched,
asking questions about their
emotional and social lives and
levels of physical activity before
segueing into Pokemon.

The game’s strongest point is its ability to
bring people outdoors and is supported
by its friendly community.

More than 40 percent of their
respondents turned out to be
Pokemon Go players, and those
people were more likely to be
exercising -- walking briskly, at
least -- and more likely to be
experiencing positive emotions
and nostalgia.

But Pokémon Go is
in rapid decline.

The launch version enabled
players to collect Pokémon
characters while out roaming in
the real world. But it featured
shallower gameplay than its
siblings on Nintendo’s gaming
platforms. For example, the
mechanisms for battling Pokémon
were relatively simplistic, with
arbitrary-seeming controls.
Furthermore, there was no way
for people to interact in real time
in the game. This is not a problem
if the aim is to get as many players
to sign up as possible, but it is an
issue when trying to keep them
interested.

The developers did not introduce
new elements quickly enough to
stop players getting bored. So far
there has been little in the way of
new gameplay aspects, with the
most significant addition being in
the form of hardware: a Pokémon
Go wearable device released last
month.

main reasons why
Pokémon Go lose
players so fast.
Less visibility
This could be due to a decline
in visibility in the physical world.
Maybe fewer people are walking
around glued to their phones
stumbling into dead bodies, getting
into car accidents or breaking into
cemeteries. Or maybe the stories
are just getting repetitive and tired
— especially this month, when the
Olympics have taken over the
news cycle.
Physical activity required
Pokémon Go was initially praised
for encouraging gamers to go
outside and explore, but that
initiative had to eventually take a
toll on players, especially during
the hottest July ever. Prospective
Pokémon trainers might also have
been discouraged by numerous
reports of armed robberies and
shootouts that were experienced
when players ventured outside.
And disappointed users who
wanted a game they could play on
their couch may have simply given
up.
Repetitiveness
More than a month later, even the
most diehard fans will admit it can
get a little... well, boring. Once you
catch one Pidgey, catching more
loses its appeal.
The game is plagued by glitches
Servers routinely crashed, the
game frequently froze and players
were repeatedly asked to log-in to
their accounts.

INSIGHTS
Without visibility in the physical world, developer team need more
energy to develop the game, have physical products to get more
connection and broader consistency of this game biology.
User experience matters. This game based on physical activity and
digital operation, so the outside atmosphere is so important, this
element is part of the play experience.
How to play smoothly without bugs.
I should consider about 2 factors.
Outside usage environment and the function of product itself.

I will design
a collection of
odd and humorous
mechanical toys
for adults
to assemble and enjoy

GOOD
FOR
YOU
你厉害咯
GOOD FOR YOU

FINAL CONCEPT

My inspiration is related to my experience.
Why I like a weird type of humor is because
I have a humorous mother. She is an elegant
manager in her company, but on the contrary,
she is so funny only at home. The story behind
“GOOD FOR YOU”(feet clapping) comes
from my memory with my mother. One day I
was very excited to show her something, and
she was busy with her phone. To show she had
heard my words and showed the support, she
just clapped use her feet.

Found the same scenario of Korean Star Suga

I chose this story to present, even if not everyone has the same
experience as mine, because they may relate to it their own stories and feel maybe other meanings inside. Clapping my hands is
very normal, but using my feet, what would you think about it?

PROCESS
The happiest part & easiest part, actually it was not that easy, is how to make my idea real, the process of making it work. Even though the process need me to read books to figure out which mechanism works better on my project, it was so interesting, and magic to see how it happens.
Other parts, I need to 3d print them, sand them, print again….

1

Use foam core to try the structure first.

2

Laser-cut plywood to make a
more accurate prototype.
Laser cut plywood is a fast prototype to make the mechanism
works. The consideration of material is important to me. I don’t
want it looks cheap because
adults pursue and require wellmade products. They want to
have better user experience
when using the product. After
they play the toy (assembling
it), it could be a decoration
display on your desk, it reflects
your aesthetic taste, or it could
be a gift that you give someone,
it should look delicate.

3

So I made two different versions, using wood and acrylic, to see the difference between each other.
Even though the acrylic version is 1000 time better than plywood, Because the plywood version I
used laser cut, every component has burnt edges, and burning mark on the front of the wood. Acrylic
version did not have this problem, and the material itself looks arty. But a huge problem was that this
transparent material is so easy to mess it up. I tried many kinds of glue, super glue, dry fast, but have
the white mark on the material, and it is easy to have some spot on the skin by accident, which is
harmful to the skin. General glue, takes so much time to dry. Spray glue like super 77, it needs the accuracy of hand work. Stick acrylic together, the usual and most suitable choice of acrylic glue is WeldOn 4 Acrylic Adhesive, inject on the surface by using a needle. The accurate process is complicated,
and even when it dries and stays transparent, it looks still not good, and you should really make sure
you can not spill any drop on acrylic, it will leave the drop mark on it. If you choose other glue, like
super glue, it will turn white after drying. And this glue only works on acrylic, I cannot glue acrylic and
wood together by using it. Or hot glue, you cannot control the dosage when you punch the glue gun,
and the dry rubber will stick the movement of mechanisms. Every part should be glued on its position makes me crazy! Moreover, players(customers) will not want to get so frustrated in making their
toy! I need to develop the user experience here.
In addition, although it looks so cool, I cannot see the structure easily. I think to see how the structure
inside works is part of the play, and it is a learning experience, it is interesting to see how it happens
inside.
For me, the most difficult part is not the idea coming out, it is the management of details. At first, I
used 1/8 inch thick acrylic, but it was not concrete even if I used glue. So I changed to 1/4inch thick
one. And changed the way to assemble them, at first I used all finger joints then glue them, because
now I decide NO glue at all, after the test, I found that if I laser cut many holes, then the finger joints
would work better, and at the same time, the appearance of the toy will be slightly different. The test
version I used ¼ inch acrylic, thicker that early version, so I made a bigger rhino 3d model, but after
assembling it, it looks clumsy that the early one. So I need to redo a rhino 3d model again, and the
thickness of dowels, I need to make a decision that should I use all the same thickness? Or how many
kinds? Because the way of assembling is using the brass tube to connect each component. Why two
tube together not one?

4

Each component (like the three
parts on the right) should be
positioned in a special direction, which I already set up.
The two tubes can help players
to make sure that they made
it right. Then I need to drill 2
holes on the cross section, the
thickness of the dowels need
to be exact suitable.

I changed the thickness of acrylic to ¼-inch, she should punch each component, and I found there are
scratches on it, each piece looks unfinished. Marks of glue on acrylic messed up the beautiful look.
Using brass tube to connect wood dowels worked pretty well.
My play part is the experience of assembling process. So I needed to think about the user experience again. I need to rethink about the way of assembling experience. First is the walnut components connecting with wood dowels, how to make it easier to let them to figure out right positions.
Second is how to assemble acrylic pieces.

5

Change the way of playing.
Not acrylic sheet to punch
them out, just give customers
well-made pieces.

Because the inside components I used laser cut, there
would not have artificial errors.
The connecting parts, dowels with one or two holes, my
wood work experience would
take charge of it, so you know,
it will take so much time making
them.
And the feature of wood, density of wood are not always the
same, drilling holes on wood
may not be straight inside. but
this problem can be fixed under real production.
To make sure the accuracy, I
drilled the same diameter hole
of the dowel, put the dowel
inside the hole. Then marked
the center to drill.

Glued 4 layers of 1/16 inch
thick veneers to get the 1/4
inch thickness. CNC milling
here cost more time to make it,
so I chose laser cut. Every component certainly had burning
edges on it, so I sanded them,
and applied one coat of stain
then some clear matte polyurethane to keep the wood texture, which looked natural.

7

Redo rhino model, sanded and
paint

6
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9
Tested some mistakes out, then
fixed the unclear procedures
based on the test.

GOOD FOR YOU

LOVE
STORY
这是爱啊

FINAL CONCEPT
The story behind is a process of chasing your love. The heart is
moving around, and the net keeps falling down to catch the heart.
There is the probability inside, you may not get it 100%. That is
how you find your love.

PROCESS

1

2

My very first idea is capturing
a vibrant heart, the heart part
is just jumping up and down
randomly on one spot, and the
net can always get it, with one
controller. At first I used a string
to control the net up or down,
and the position of the string
was easy to get stuck. The prototype did not work very well.

I went to my advisor Michael
Beresford’s studio, he showed
my many kinds of mechanism,
and I chose two of them developed my ideas.
I changed my first idea, the
heart could not jump, it could
move around so that the process of capturing became
harder, and this concept made
more sense.
Why do I keep the after player
in one person? Why not two?

3

Same process as the previous one, fixed some problems after testing.

4

Use joints to assemble them
together.

5

I tried another way of assembling, just using thinner brass tubes to connect acrylic pieces, to try
to keep the consistency. Apart from the difficulty of making it, I assembled the structure then
show others. Even though it looks pretty and delicate, but the play experience is not as good as
the previous version. The thickness of acrylic is 1/4inch, the connecting brass tube is 1/16inch,
but I noticed that fingers especially male are thick, they may easily drop the yellow tubes, and
they are so tiny. So I still chose the earlier assembling way of acrylic.

PART 1

PART 2

Instruction

ABOUT THE BRAND

P-LAX
p-lax = play + relax. p-lax
introduces toys to adults who
should play more.
Nowadays, adults don’t play
enough. There is so much
emphasis on working and being
productive in modern day life, but
this can have negative effects—
for an adult, this can lead to high
stress and a sense of guilt when
one isn’t being productive.

GOOD FOR YOU

p-lax can help adults de-stress
and take a break from work by
reintroducing play into their dayto-day interactions. We adults
live in a world full of screens from
working to having a rest, p-lax can
drag us off the screens to let us
enjoy the fun of products, and to
help release pressure that is built
up from everyday work.
p-lax is an assembled toy pack,
every p-lax toy has a story inside.
Customers can choose which pack
they want by the estimated time
to finish or the preferred story to
play.

P-LAX

Value Proposition
For adults who are under pressure from
various kinds of responsibilities.
P-lax is a brand to introduce toys which
offer poetic experiences through a
combination of craftsmanship, lovely
materials, and clever mechanisms.
P-lax is not like toys or games that
provide fast and exciting experiences
in the current market. P-lax wants
customers to enjoy the time of being
alone and offer a moment of simple fun
in life.
Every product from P-lax is not only a
toy but a decoration for any space.

BRAND IDENTITY

In order to let others to understand the concept of play and
relax, I combine the two words to one.
I use a circle to frame the concept.
P-LAX = PLAY+ RELAX
Every p-lax product has brass tubes to connect items,
inspired by the logo.

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

P-LAX

PAC K AG I N G

P-lax packaging Illustrates the
story to try to tell customers
the general idea but still leave
a mystery about what’s inside.
You need to buy one then
figure it out.

MY STORY

First, I noticed that adults always
focus on screens. I wondered, as
a product designer, can I make
adults play without screen or
high-technology? Can I help them
enjoy the peace of being alone in
a different way? How to engage
them in the process of playing?

The inspiration of P-lax comes
from the beauty of details in adults’
daily lives My drive is to arouse the
pursuit of purity of fun.

Through observation and interviews, I found that little
fun in the beauty of their daily life is very interesting.
When I was little, I was excited to show my mother
something. I tried to get praise out of her, but she was
busy with her phone. She just gave me a glance, then
used her feet to clap, saying, “It’s good, good for you”.

I think P-lax has a strong
connection with customers.
P-lax listens to their voice. when
customers share their interesting
moment with P-lax, we absorb,
digest and produce new ideas and
new toys for them.

A COLLECTION OF P-LAX

LOVE STORY

GOOD FOR YOU

LAST DRIP!

SMELLS GOOD~

TIME TO EAT

... ...
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